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Abstract: Role-based access controls (RBAC) have been proposed as a design 
and implementation approach to discretionary access controls (DAC) more apt 
to the requirements of commercial enterprise environments. As advantages can 
be mentioned centralized security administration, separation of duty and least 
privilege properties. However, the nature of enterprises of ten entails recurring 
sub-structures like departments, projects etc. that cannot yet be handled ade
quately by the available concepts for role-hierarchies. Therefore, we propose an 
additional mechanism for administrating role-hierarchies called role-templates. 
This mechanism allows to specify a generic sub-hierarchy (e.g. a department 
role-hierarchy) that may be instantiated for each department of the enterprise 
resulting in an automatically generated, concrete role-hierarchy for the par
ticular department. Furthermore, role-templates may be specialized and have 
aggregations and associations to other templates making the concept more flex
ible and semantically expressive. The proposed ideas will be implemented as a 
prototype within OASIS (Open Architecture Security for Information Systems) 
dealing with enterprise-wide security, which demands highly configurable access 
controls for multiple heterogeneous informat ion systems. 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

The concept of role-based access controls (RBAC) has been proposed in the 
early nineties as a design and implementation approach to the common dis
cretionary access control models (DAC, see [4]). RBAC is an approach that 
is more central to the processing needs of commercial environments. It has 
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been motivated from the fact that information is of ten not owned by partic
ular individuals. Instead, the entire enterprise serves as the central owner of 
information and access to it should be administrated more centrally, removing 
the burden to control multiple grant and revocation chains. Other key fea
tures of RBAC include the separation of duties, stating that different kinds of 
tasks should be carried out by different organizational units (roles), and the 
least privilege paradigm, saying that a role should be supplied with only those 
privileges necessary to fulfil the role's tasks. Recently, RBAC has been found 
useful as an underlying security mechanism for intranets (see [20)), which are 
enterprise-wide information systems using internet technology. RBAC allows 
to define role-hierarchies representing the organizational and functional struc
ture of an enterprise and relieving the administrational burden of formulating 
authorizations for each user, individually. However, recurring structures, as can 
be found within a lot of enterprises, stiH need to be modeled by copying certain 
parts of the role-hierarchy, manually. For instance, enterprises commonly are 
divided into departments that of ten embody similar structures: a department 
head, a department secretary, and department members etc. Furthermore, en
terprises frequently organize their work within projects which, again, may be 
structured in a similar way, having a project manager, project members etc. 
An administrator is forced to model the part of a role-hierarchy representing a 
department for each department of the enterprise. In addition, the sub-tree of 
the role-hierarchy representing a project structure has to be copied for each new 
project the enterprise is about to start. Our contribution within this work is the 
definition of role-templates, that allow to generically define recurring role struc
tures for multiple instantiation. The concept has several advantages: on the 
one hand, the administrational effort for defining recurring role-hierarchies is re
duced, significantly. On the other hand, the process of defining role-hierarchies 
is less vulnerable to errors, since instantiating a role-template that generates 
the required part of the role-hierarchy, possibly together with essential user 
assignments and authorizations, can be done automatically and need not to be 
copied manually by the administrator. 

Within MeSMo (Meta Security Model), a project funded by the Austrian 
FWF1 , we develop a generic security model, that can be configured with great 
variety. The model is integrated within OASIS (Open Architecture Security 
for Information Systems) which especially concentrates on providing enterprise
wide security, dealing with the problems of providing authentication and access 
controls across multiple heterogeneous and distributed informat ion systems. 
Role-templates are a part of MeSMo as supplement to regular RBAC and DAC 
mechanisms. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 12.2 provides a 
quick overview of role-based access controls in general. Section 12.3 goes into 
detail with role-templates, introducing template-roles, the template definition 

lThis work is supported by the Austrian FWF (Fonds zur F6rderung der wissenschaftlichen 
Forschung) under project number P12314-TEC. 
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view, and the embedding of role-templates within the role-hierarchy. Section 
12.4 investigates possible relationships among role-templates which are associ
ations, aggregations, and specializations respectively generalizations. Finally, 
section 12.5 concludes and addresses some open issues and future research di
rections. We use UML (Unified Modeling Language, compare [3]) throughout 
this paper for illustrating role-hierarchies and conceptual modeling. 

12.2 ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROLS (RBAC) 

This section describes the basic terms and ideas of role-based access controls. 
For a more detailed discussion we refer to the work of [15], [14], or [5], among 
others. 

A basic role-based security model consist at least of the following elements: 
U (a set of users), R (a set of roles), and A (a set of authorizations) related as 
shown in Figure 12.1. 

·n· . -lolp . . _ . . 
Authorization User Role 

. .,,,,,,,,,,," . 
I 

Figure 12.1 Elements and relationships of the basic RBAC model. 

A role can be regarded as a job describing what has to be done regardless 
of who has to do it. Each user is associated to a set of roles within the mem
bership relationship, saying that the particular user is allowed to activate those 
roles, he is a member of. Furthermore, each role is associated to a set of au
thorizations determining the access rights applicable for the user who activates 
the particular role. Membership and authorization are static relationships de
fined on administration-time whereas activation is dynamic and changes during 
run-time. RBAC models may also allow a user to run an arbitrary number of 
sessions with a diverging set of activated roles expressed by the session element 
in Figure 12.1. 

Role-based security models often allow roles to be structured within an 
acyclic, directed graph called the role-hierarchy reflecting parts of the func
tional and organizational structure of an enterprise. The notion r --+ r' de
termines that ris the super-role of r' respectively r' is the sub-role of r, or in 
other words: r' is a more specific, r a more general role. The sub-role rela
tionship is used to provide inheritance along the role-hierarchy in analogy to 
class-hierarchies within object-oriented systems. Inheriting user-membership 
states, for instance, that a user who is member of r automatically is a member 
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Figure 12.2 Example role-hierarchy. 

of r'. Inheritance concerning authorizations states, for instance, that an au
thorization specified for ris also applicable to r'. The concept of inheritance 
is particularly useful for reducing the expenditure of administrating an RBAC 
model. Figure 12.2 illustrates an example role-hierarchy showing a typical sub
hierarchy within a project-oriented enterprise. Note, that we consistently show 
the most general roles at the top and the most specific roles at the bottom of 
the hierarchy, following the notion for class hierarchies within object-oriented 
systems. 

Several constraints are used in order to augment the semantic expressiveness 
of RBAC security models. Mutual exclusion constraints, for instance, may be 
applied to the membership as well as the activation relationship between users 
and roles. The former constrains an administrator concerning assignment of 
users to roles, the latter constrains the user concerning role activation. As an 
example, the roles Programmer and Tester could be mutually exclusive prevent
ing users to simultaneously activate them. Quantity constraints are particularly 
useful for expressing concepts like the ..{.-eyes-principle, or the least-privilege
principle. For example, users could be forced to activate at most 1 role, as 
defined, for instance, within the FADAC security model (compare [6] and [7]), 
since users tend to activate as many roles as possible in order to achieve the 
maximum set of privileges. On the other hand, particular roles could be con
strained in the way that at least 2 users (4-eyes-principle) have to activate a 
role in order to utilize the roles privileges. The activation of particular roles 
may also be influenced by time and/or location constraints, saying that role 
ProjectStaff (including sub-roles) could only be activated on Mondays to Fri
days, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., for example, or that role Administrator could 
only be activated from a highly trusted host. When specified on authorizations 
time constraints lead to temporal authorization models, as defined, for instance, 
in [2] and [1]. 

Within DAC, information is assumed to be owned by individual users and 
that access rights are administrated under the discretion of the owners, there
fore. In contrast, RBAC has been motivated by the fact that information 
is owned by the whole enterprise rather than by individual users. Thus, ad
ministration within role-based security tends to be more centralized than in 
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ownership-based models and includes the following particular tasks: (1) mod
ifying the role-hierarchy (modeling the structural aspect of an enterprise), (2) 
assignment of authorizations to roles (modeling the functional aspects of an 
enterprise), (3) assignment of users to roles (specifying who has to fulfil which 
of the specified tasks), and (4) assignment of constraints (for role membership, 
role activation, and authorizations). 

12.2.1 Related Work 

In the early 1990s role-based access controls (RBAC) were proposed as a type of 
non-discretionary access controls more central to the secure processing needs of 
non-military systems. Key features supported by RBAC were central adminis
tration and separat ion of duties. [12] refines the role of roles as a job describing 
what must be done regardless of who does it. Constraints concerning loca
tion, time, and data could be specified when defining a role. [5] presents an 
authorization mechanism for URBS (user role based security) within an object
oriented design model. [13] extend the URBS specifications for relational and 
active database systems. [19] presents a ground-work for developing a con
sensus on the meaning of "role-based". A multi-dimensional view on RBAC 
comprising the nature of privileges and permissions, hierarchical roles, user as
signment, privilege and permis sion assignment, role usage, and role evolution. 
[15] presents a taxonomy of role-based access control models ranging from a 
basic model to models supporting role-hierarchies and/or constraints. 

[14] presents in detail the organizational aspects of role-hierarchies using 
graph theory. The authors introduce a minimum and maximum role for com
pleteness of the role-graph and present different forms of role organization com
prising inheritance with partial, common and augmented privileges. [18] distin
guishes two kinds of role hierarchies, the regular hierarchy and the administra
tive hierarchy. The latter comprises exclusively roles having the administrative 
task to associate users to roles. The set of roles an administrative role is allowed 
to administrate is determined by either enumeration or by providing a range 
of roles within the role-hierarchy. The set of users that an administrative role 
is allowed to associate is determined by the notion of a pre-requisite role. 

[17] uses special constraints in order to enforce lattice-based (mandatory) 
access controls with RBAC components. [20] examines RBAC for intranet 
security. The authors distinguish global and local role-hierarchies, the former 
specify access to resources throughout the intranet and the latter specify the 
individual role-hierarchies on the intranet's component servers. Furthermore, 
relationships between global and local roles are described. [9] examines roles 
in connection with workHow security especially concentrating on alter-egos - a 
concept representing (and not merely identifying) individuals in Cyberspace. 
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Within earlier work, the authors already treated some aspects concerning 
role-based access controls. [6] presents design choices for the IRO-DB2 security 
policy, being role-based with mixed administration and ownership paradigm 
for authorization propagation. [7] proposes the extensions to the global ar
chitecture of IRO-DB in order to include security enforcement. [8] presents 
object-oriented access controls (OOAC) as a concept providing a strictly object
oriented common ground for implementing access control mechanisms like role
based security, for instance. 

12.3 ROLE-TEMPLATES 

In this section we introduce the concepts role-template and template-role as 
mechanism to handle recurring role structures within an enterprise. These 
concepts intend to assist the security administrator in the efficient and consis
tent design and creation of role-hierarchies. Furthermore, we discuss the in
stantiation of role-templates requiring two different views of the role-hierarchy, 
namely, the template definition view and the template instantiation view. Var
ious kinds of embedding template-roles within the role-hierarchy are feasible 
which are presented in sub-section 12.3.4. Finally, an example is given in or
der to demonstrate the proposed concepts for which Figure 12.3 provides an 
overview illustration. 

o role 

o tomplate-role 

Template DetWtion View T emplate lnstantiation View 

II A II role-templtie 

; A ~ option&l templllcarole ..... .. .... 

Figure 12.3 Roles, Template-Roles and Role-Templates. 

12.3.1 Template-Role 

Conventional roles, as described in section 12.2, are the basis for access control 
decisions within RBAC systems. Any user who is a member of a particular role 
may activate that role in order to recei ve the desired authorizations. Template
roles are in contrast to conventional roles not directly used for access control; 
they reside at a superior level for role design we caII the template definition view 
(compare sub-section 12.3.3). Template-roles reside within role-templates and 
become concrete only by instantiation. Nevertheless, users may be assigned to 
template-roles expressing the fact that a particular user shall become a member 

2IRO-DB (Interoperable Relational and Object-Oriented Databases), partially supported by 
the European ESPRIT III program under project Nr. 8629. 
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of each instantiation of that particular template-role. For instance, a chief sec
retary within an arbitrary enterprise shall automatically become a member of 
each project secretary role within the enterprise. Since template-roles are used 
to handle recurring structures it is reasonable to assign authorizations to them, 
too. At each instantiation of the template-role the specified authorizations are 
assigned automatically to the generated concrete role and are available for any 
of the assigned users. 

12.3.2 Role-Template 

A role-template is a named set of template-roles and defines a specific part 
of a role-hierarchy that can be applied multiple times within an enterprise for 
diverging purposes. In the simplest form, a role-template consists of only one 
template-role and is therefore equal to that template-role. In case of multiple 
template-roles, a template-role-hierarchy may be specified although the concept 
of role-hierarchies is not a prerequisite for the application of role-templates. 
Relationships do not only occur within role-templates, respectively between 
the template-roles of a role-template, but also across role-templates as well as 
between role-templates and normal roles as specified in section 12.4. 

12.3.3 Instantiation of Role-Templates 

A role-template has to be instantiated in order to produce concrete roles within 
the role-hierarchy. The role-template may be instantiated several times which 
generates concrete roles that have unique names for all the template-roles de
fined within the role-template. Role-Templates may contain optional template
roles which are instantiated on demand rather than automatically. Thus, the 
administrator must explicitly affirm or negate the instantiation of an optional 
template-role when instantiating the appropriate role-template. By applying 
this mechanism it is possible to specify roles that belong to templates, but are 
not necessarily instantiated together with the other template-roles. We define 
two different views representing the administrational states before and after 
role-template instantiation, which are: 

• Template definition view: contains role-templates including their template
roles as well as concrete roles defining their embedding within the role
hierarchy. Instantiated template-roles do not occur within this view. 

• Template instantiation view: consists of the actual concrete roles together 
with those template-roles that have already been instantiated. Thus, 
the template instantiation view corresponds to the role-hierarchy within 
systems not using role-templates. 

12.3.4 Embedding of Template-Roles within the Role-Hierarchy 

Template-roles may be embedded within a given role-hierarchy and therefore be 
related to other concrete roles. The different kinds of embedding and their con
sequences are described in the following sub-sections. For simplicity and demon-
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al b) e) ci) 

Figure 12.4 Embedding of template-roles. 

stration reasons we assume a role-template consisting of only one template-role, 
as shown in Figure 12.4. 

12.3.4.1 Independent Template-Role. In the simplest case, a template
role B is not embedded into the role-hierarchy, as shown in Figure 12.4a. Con
sequently, the concrete roles generated by instantiating the template-role Bare 
not related to any other existing roles within the role-hierarchy. 

12.3.4.2 Sub-Template-Role. A template-role Bmay be embedded within 
the role-hierarchy as a sub-role of a concrete role A (compare Figure 12.4b). 
After instantiating B the specific role generated from the template (B) be
comes a sub-role of the concrete role A. The behavior concerning inheritance of 
authorizations and/or user-membership for B' is just the same as for any other 
sub-role within the role-hierarchy. 

12.3.4.3 Super-Template-Role. A concrete role B may have a template
role A as its super-role (compare Figure 12.4c). When the tem plate is instan
tiated B becomes the sub-role of the newly generated role A'. Since templates 
may be instantiated several times this kind of embedding requires multiple in
heritance: as soon as the template is instantiated the second time the originally 
existing role receives a second super-role. 

12.3.4.4 Super- and Sub-Template-Role. Template-roles may have con
crete roles as both, super- and sub-roles (compare Figure 12.4d). As long as 
the template is not instantiated C remains the direct sub-role of A. Once the 
template is instantiated the newly generated role B' (the instantiation of B) is 
inserted between the two concrete roles and C becomes the direct sub-role of 
B' respectively B' the direct sub-role of A. 

12.3.5 Example 

We now illustrate role-templates as well as the embedding of template-roles 
within a role-hierarchy by means of an example. The template definition view 
of Figure 12.5 shows a role-template for a project structure consisting of three 
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template-roles, namely, project staff (PS) having two sub-template-roles project 
manager (PM) and project team (PT). 

Figure 12.5 Example for embedding of template-roles. 

Since project managers from different projects may have cert ain common 
properties and duties a role common project manager (CPM)is defined as super
role of the template-role PM in order to propagate the properties of CPM to 
any project manager. Furthermore, a role tester (T) is defined which enables its 
members to test results of any of the projects. For this reason, T shall inherit 
alI properties and authorizations that are assigned to the project teams of the 
various projects and is therefore defined as sub-role of the template-role PT. 

The template instantiation view shows the role-template instantiated with 
the projects 1 and 2. Both project managers PM<l> and PM<2> are sub
roles of the common project manager role CPM. Furthermore, the role tester 
(T) is a sub-role of both project teams PT<l> and PT<2>. 

12.4 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ROLE-TEMPLATES 

Besides relationships between template-roles and concrete roles there may also 
be relationships across role-templates. As soon as a template-role is a sub-role 
of a template-role that belongs to different role-template, the two templates 
have a relationship. Since we only regard inheritance within the role-hierarchy, 
relationships between templates also always affect the is-a relationships between 
roles. We distinguish three different kinds of relationships between templates, 
namely, association, aggregation, and inheritance. Regarding association and 
aggregation the cardinality specifies the number of templates that participate 
in the relationship whereas the conditionality specifies whether the participants 
may or have to take part in the relationship. 

12.4.1 Association 

Associations between objects indicate an is-related-to relationship. For our 
purpose an association between role-templates means that one of the tem plate
roles has an is-a relationship to a template-role of a different template. The 
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specificat ion of cardinality has an impact on the instantiation. To illustrate this 
impact, consider an example consisting of two templates, namely a template 
Department and a template Project and possible associations between them. 
Figure 12.6 shows the template definition view of these two templates. 

Figure 12.6 Relationship between two role-templates. 

Now let us regard a one-to-zero-or-one, a one-to-zero-or-more and a one
or-more-to-zero-or-more relationship. In the first case, departments may be 
instantiated without instantiation of projects, which is not true for the reverse 
order. 

When instantiating a Project the generated role for ProjectStajf is inserted as 
sub-role of a concrete DeparlmentStajfrole. The one-to-zero-or-one association 
furthermore indicates that each department may only run one project and vice 
versa one concrete pro ject may only be carried out by one department (compare 
Figure 12.7), thus, each instantiation of the template-role ProjectStajf (PS) is 
related to one instantiation of the template-role DeparlmentStajf (DS). 

Template Definition View Templatc Instantiation View 

Figure 12.7 l-to-O .. l relationship between role-templates. 

Figure 12.8 shows a one-to-zero-or-more relationship and the corresponding 
template instantiation view. In this example departments may run several 
projects, and therefore each instantiation of the template role DeparlmentStajf 
may have several instantiations of ProjectStajf as sub-roles. 

The last example considers a one-or-more-to-zero-or-more association (com
pare Figure 12.9). This indicates that projects may be carried out by several 
departments. Thus instantiations of ProjectStajf may have several instantia
tions of DepartmentStajf as super-roles. 
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Template Dcfinition Vicw Template Instantiation Vicw 

Figure 12.8 l-to-O .. * relationship between role-templates. 

Template Definition Viow Template Instantiation Viow 

Figure 12.9 1.. *-to-O .. * relationship between role-templates. 

12.4.2 Aggregation 

The term aggregation denotes a pari-of relationship, which means that compo
nents are part of an aggregate object. [16] define aggregation as a special strong 
form of association, which vary by a somewhat different semantic. However, no 
significant particular features exist to distinguish between them. Components 
may or may not exist independently from an aggregate and they may appear 
in multiple aggregates. The user is recommended to choose an aggregation if 
objects are tightly bound by a part-whole relationship, whereas independent 
objects shall be related via an association. [10] and [11] discusses different as
pects that should be considered when distinguishing between association and 
aggregation. Since the distinction between associations and aggregations has 
no consequence on our approach, we refer to the discussion on cardinality of 
the previous section. 

12.4.3 Specialization, Inheritance 

Since it may be useful to define different versions of role-templates it is rea
sonable to build specializations respectively generalizations of them. Figure 
12.10 shows a specialization of the role-template Depariment which contains 
the additional template-role DepartmentSecretary. According to the require
ments Department or the specialization of Department may be instantiated. 
Specializations may also differ concerning user-membership and assignment of 
authorizations (compare section 12.3.1). In the case that role-hierarchies are 
not supported DeparimentSecretary could also be defined as optional template
role. 
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Figure 12.10 Specialization of a role-template. 

12.5 CONCLUSIONS ANO FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we presented the concept of rale-templates, a mechanism to han
dle recurring role structures. Role-templates support an efficient and consistent 
management of roles by assisting the security administrator regarding their de
sign and generation. They allow to generically define recurring role structures, 
consisting of template-roles that may also form role-hierarchies. It is possible 
to specify the embedding of template-roles within the concrete role-hierarchy 
and to define association, aggregation and specialization/generalization rela
tionships between role-templates. 

Role-templates, together with their embedding and their relationships are 
represented within the template definition view. They may be instantiated 
several times, whereby the newly generated roles are shown within the template 
instantiation view, which corresponds to the normal role-hierarchy endorsed 
with the instantiated template-roles. 

The approach of role-templates shall not lead to rigid instructions concern ing 
security aspects. It is the task of a concrete implementation or configuration 
facility to keep it flexible enough to be applicable and useful. Therefore, role
templates could be handled as proposals and not as strict defaults, allowing the 
administrator to change or revoke properties of generated roles, as relationships 
or assigned authorizations. 

Further research will concentrate on a detailed consideration on open is
sues, like the influence of negative authorizations, for instance. Concerning 
the assignment of authorizations to role-templates more advanced concepts, 
like generic authorizations, are conceivable. Such mechanisms would allow to 
handle flexible authorizations for recurring object structures that correspond 
to role-templates. The proposed approach will be implemented as a prototype 
within the project MeSMo (Meta Security Model). 
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